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To be competitive as the industry adapts and evolves, a professional
website is the online presence you'll need to help you stand apart
from all the chatter. Here are the basics to get you started.

2. HOW TO BUILD YOUR WEBSITE

When it comes to developing your talent, training is essential.  When
it comes to developing contacts within a given field, networking is
essential.  When it comes to building a dance career, training is
networking, and both are essential.

3. WHERE TO NETWORK

Being a full time artist is a combination of cultivating unbridled
passion and taking over 150% responsibility for yourself and your
efforts.  Here's a map for finding and retaining consistent work.

4. HOW TO BUILD A CONSISTENT STREAM OF WORK

Finding work as a professional dancer can be tricky.  Use these three
tips to help power your career.

5. THREE WAYS TO FIND MORE DANCE WORK

Ever work a project only to find that the payment you agreed upon
is suddenly nowhere to be found?  Discover five ways you can
protect your pockets from this type of misfortune.

6. HOW TO MAKE SURE YOUR DANCE JOB PAYS YOU

1. HOW TO GET THE BEST DANCE PHOTOS
Dancers need photos that allow viewers to get a sense of their style,
abilities and professionalism, and help them gain more visibility. Yet,
dance shots can be incred  ibly difficult to get right. Avoid these five
common mistakes.

7. THE SECRET TO GETTING MORE WORK
Once you've been working for a bit, getting work becomes about
more than just how well you move.  Be sure to follow all these
general rules of professionalism.

8. HOW TO TRUST THE PROCESS
Rejection is huge part of pursuing a dance career.  Find out what it
means to trust the process and how to handle all the rejection your
career pursuit will throw your way.

10. FEEL LIKE QUITTING? DO THIS INSTEAD.

9. WHEN YOU'RE NOT BOOKING THE JOBS YOU WANT
Have you ever worked your bum off only to look around and see
others getting exactly where you're trying to go?  Here are a few
suggestions on how to maintain your integrity through your season
of 'Forget-Me-Nots.'

The disappointments, the rejection, the setbacks.  Here are three
things you should do when you feel like quitting.

"Your website has

helped me so much,

especially with my

mindset towards this

career. I l
ove it!"

 

- Pro Dancer
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